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Book Descriptions:

3m overhead projector 9200 manual

Please check your inbox, and if you can’t find it, check your spam folder to make sure it didnt end up
there. Please also check your spam folder. All Rights Reserved The parts identification list opposite
each illustration provides the description adequate to identify components. Make sure part
identification numbers for your component have not been amended by changes and updates made to
your 2000 Overhead Projector. The Alpha Code indicates the design level, specific product
characteristics, power cord or distribution specific to a country. See example below. Pay particular
attention to areas where this symbol ! is shown. 2. Close supervision is necessary when any
appliance is used by or near children. Adjust image to screen elevation A. 3. Focus the projected
image B. 1. Raise the post until it locks into place. Fold Down A B 3. Fold down the post. Secure the
post in post cradle. 4. Rotate focus knob to minimum except 9550. 1. Raise projection head A up to
the maximum except 9550. 2. Release the post lock B. 5. Hold to lift projector. Page 5 Lamp
Replacement. Lamp and adjacent metal parts are hot. Allow lamp to cool before replacing. ENX 82V,
360W 9050, 9060, 9061, 9070, 9080, 9100 FXL 82V, 410W 9075, 9076, 9085, 9200 or EVD 36V,
400W 9550 only 1. Turn projector off and unplug the power cord. 2. Lift up top cover. 3. Remove and
discard the old lamp. See Illustration A. 4. Install new lamp. 5. Push fully and squarely into socket.
See Illustration B. A ENX FXL B ENX FXL 6. Close the top cover. Page 6 Cleaning Color Tuning 1.
The mirror in the open projection head is a frontsurface mirror and must not be wiped clean. 2.
Remove any surface dirt with a soft brush to avoid scratching the mirror. 1. To eliminate red or blue
corners on the screen, rotate the Color Tuning Dial. a. Blue corners Rotate the dial to the left. b. Red
corners Rotate the dial to the right. 3.http://www.savol-rus.ru/userfiles/combofix-manual-de-uso.xml

3m 9200 overhead projector manual, 3m overhead projector 9200 manual, 3m
overhead projector 9200 manual download, 3m overhead projector 9200 manual
instructions, 3m overhead projector 9200 manual pdf, 3m overhead projector 9200
manual software.

Clean the outside surfaces of the projection lenses and the stage with 3MtOverhead Cleaner 676
70070568772. Ajuster le bloc optique au niveau de l’ecran. A. 3. Mettre l’image au point B. 1. Lever
le bras jusqu’a le bloquer en place. Repliage A B 3. Replier le bras. Fixer le bras au support. 4.
Tourner le bouton a son minimum sauf le modele 9550. 1. Redresser le bras du bloc optique A au
maximum sauf le modele 9550. 2. Deverrouiller le bras B. 5. Comment soulever le retroprojecteur.
Page 9 Remplacement de la lampe. La lampe et les parties metalliques adjacentes sont chaudes.
Laisser la lampe refroidir avant de la remplacer. ENX 82V, 360W 9050, 9060, 9061, 9070, 9080,
9100 FXL 82V, 410W 9075, 9076, 9085, 9200 ou EVD 36V, 400W 9550 Seulement 1. Eteindre le
projecteur et debrancher le cordon d’alimentation. 2. Soulever le couvercle. 3. Retirer et jeter la
lampe hors d’usage. Voir l’illustration A. 4. Installer la nouvelle lampe. 5. La pousser completement
sans tourner. Page 10 Nettoyage Remarque Il n’est pas conseille d’essuyer le cote interieur de la
platine et des lentilles cylindriques de Fresnel. Un nettoyage ou un demontage incorrect risque
d’endommager les lentilles. Si le nettoyage est necessaire, s’adresser a un distributeur regional de
produits visuels de 3M. 1. Le miroir du bloc optique ouvert est un miroir de surface. Ajuste la
imagen a la altura de la pantalla A. 3. Enfoque la imagen B. 1. Alce la columna hasta que calce en su
lugar. Plegado para el transporte A B 3. Doblarla hasta abajo. Asegure la columna en su soporte. 4.
Gire el boton hasta el tope inferior excepto el modelo 9550. 1. Levante el cabezal de proyeccion
hasta A la posicion mas elevada excepto el modelo 9550. 2. Page 13 Sustitucion de la Bombilla.
Tanto la bombilla como los componentes adyacentes pueden estar muy calientes. Antes de sustituir
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la bombilla hay que esperar a que se haya
enfriado.http://seramikcenter.com/kullanicidosyalari/combo-vending-machine-manual.xml

ENX 82V, 360W 9050, 9060, 9061, 9070, 9080, 9100 FXL 82V, 410W 9075, 9076, 9085, 9200 EVD
36V, 400W 9550 solamente 1. Desconecte el proyector y el enchufe de la toma de corriente. 2.
Levante la cubierta del proyector. 3. Retire y deseche la bombilla deteriorada. Vea la illustracion A.
4. Coloque la nueva bombilla. 5. Page 14 Limpieza 1. El espejo en el cabezal de proyeccion es un
espejo especial, y no debe ser limpiado con un pano. 2. Elimine la suciedad que se haya podido
depositar sobre su superficie del espejo con ayuda de un cepillo suave, para evitar que se produzcan
raspaduras subre su superficie. 3. Limpie la superficie de los lentes de proyeccion y la plataforma de
cristal con Limpiador de Retroproyectores 676 de 3M 70070568772. There are several different
projector lamp technologies of differing wattages. Be sure your projector light bulb matches the one
you are replacing as each projector is designed to use a specific type of lamp and a specific wattage.
Consult your Users Manual for information on replacing the lamp. Lamps should be treated as
hazardous waste and disposed of accordingly. To get pricing and availability for your projector,
select your projector brand before you click on the merchant. Lastmanuals provides you a fast and
easy access to the user manual 3M 9000 OVERHEAD PROJECTORS. We hope that this 3M 9000
OVERHEAD PROJECTORS user guide will be useful to you. Illustrated Parts Breakdown. For 9040
9050 9060 9061 9070 9075 9076 9080 9085 9100 9200 9400 9550Printed in U. S. A. HRevision
History. Illustrated Parts Breakdown. Revision bars placed in the margins indicate where additions
or changes to a parts identification list occurred. Items deleted from a parts identification list are
indicated on the next 3 pages only. FRESNEL LENS, Single Element, Glare Free, 182. 9 mm 9050,
9060, 9070, 9080, 9100 AABD, AJB, AJBW, AJBX, 9200 AACD, AKC, AMD Europe. FRESNEL LENS,
Dual Element, Glare Free, 182.

5 mm 9100 except AABD, AJB, AJBW and AJBX, 9200 except AACD and AJC Europe. This is a
complete set of hardware for the 9000. Illustrated Parts Breakdown. This page intentionally left
blank. Section 5 TOP COVER Continued Item No. Part NumberBUTTON, Power Switch, RED All
versions except 9550. This kit contains a complete set of hardware for the 9000 Series O. H. P.
Section 6 BASE ENCLOSURE. Illustrated Parts BreakdownCode A3 and earlier. Section 6 BASE
ENCLOSURE Item No. Part NumberBASE, Post, Fixed 9550, 9060 AAEM, AJE, 9070 AJF, 9075 AJG.
FOOT, Support, Side Except 9050 AHRS, AHRU, AHRZ, 9080 AHRS, AHRU, AHRZ, 9400 AHRS,
AHRU, AHRZ. BRACKET, Pivot Folding Post All folding post versions except 9550 ABHJ.. This is a
complete set of hardware for the 9000. Illustrated Parts Breakdown. Section 6 BASE ENCLOSURE
Continued Item No. This kit contains a complete set of hardware for the 9000 Series O. H. P.
Illustrated Parts Breakdown. Used on 9000 Series serial no. Used on all 9400 European models.
Illustrated Parts Breakdown. In any way cant Lastmanuals be held responsible if the document you
are looking for is not available, incomplete, in a different language than yours, or if the model or
language do not match the description. Lastmanuals, for instance, does not offer a translation
service. Actual item from lot is shown. New box unit, Some styrofoam inserts are missing as can be
seen. Guaranteed Know What You are Buying The 9200 from 3M improves Its sleek and modern
design adds a touch of Easily accessible controls prevent any fumbling during your If there is one
place most In addition, These portable projectors produce largerthanlife images from color or No
matter what presentation youre off to,Overhead projectors are Be the first to leave a comment.
Lamp Installed. QUICK ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTION !COMES WITH 30 DAYS RETURN
WARRANTY AND SUPER FAST SHIPPING WITHIN US MAINLAND.WE SHIP WORLDWIDE
THROUGH eBay Global SHIPPING PROGRAM. Condition is Used.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/68044

Shipped with USPS Parcel Select Ground. SKU 104998 Thanks for shopping! SKU 105001 Thanks
for shopping! The glass has a tiny bit of discoloration and there is discoloration on the plastic around
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it but it projects just fine and does not.See last photo to see that. It collapses and folds up nice for
storage. It is heavy, about 20 lbs! SKU 107406 Thanks for shopping! SKU 107411 Thanks for
shopping! Has a few scratches on plate. SKU 107626 Thanks for shopping! SKU 105000 Thanks for
shopping! Has one bulb. Cover does not latch. SKU 102241 Thanks for shopping! SKU 104999
Thanks for shopping! SKU 103112 Thanks for shopping! SKU 107550 Thanks for shopping! SKU
107553 Thanks for shopping! SKU 103713 Thanks for shopping! SKU 107555 Thanks for shopping!
SKU 107627 Thanks for shopping! SKU 108019 Thanks for shopping! Adjustable Settings Works but
bulb seems dim. Bought at an estate sale so history is not known. Shipped w Fed Ex. No shipping to
Hawaii, Alaska, or Puerto Rico. Only what is shown above should be expected to be included. We get
our items second hand and provide them a second life for a fraction of the retail value. Each item is
inspected and lightly cleaned. Any notes can be found below. Notes Missing Ground Pin We
currently only accept payment through Paypal Fast same day or next day shipping Items are shipped
daily at 1130AM est, except for USPS holidays and.International orders are shipped though eBays
Global Shipping Program ONLY. If for any reason you are unhappy with your purchase please
contact us through eBay messages only We strive to respond to your messages within 24hr. In most
cases response is between 06hrs 30 day money back guarantee on items that arrive different than
described For items returned because of a change of mind there will be a 20% restocking fee and
original shipping is nonrefundable. Condition is Used. Is in working condition. Questions Don’t
hesitate to contact our friendly customer service department.

http://immobilien-ankauf.com/images/canon-lbp-2900-free-service-manual.pdf

While youre here, wed like to invite you to browse our eBay shop. Check back often! You never know
what treasures you might find. We have a constantly rotating inventory so you.Make an offer on this
item while it is still available. Thank you for stopping by! R1513VR It is in really Nice Shape with
little to no wear. It is nice and clean and in perfect working condition. The Arm folds down for
storage and transport. The cord wraps up for storage on the front. Thanks for looking. SKU 107408
Thanks for shopping! SKU 107551 Thanks for shopping! Arm folds down for storage. Tested and
lighting up. These use a standard ENX bulb. Local pickup always welcome at the Brooksvale Artisans
warehouse. UPS shipping to any location. SKU 107456 Thanks for shopping! Hinge has slight bend
to it. SKU 107548 Thanks for shopping! Condition is Used. Shipped with USPS Parcel Select
Ground.works great Both bulbs work. Fully working condition. Has some cosmetic blemishes. LCD
and latch to top glass are broken so the top may not stay closed if you turn it upside down. Physical
Condition Used Scratches, scuffs, etc please see. All packages are shipped the same day, or next,
from when payment is received. We can ship on your UPS or FedEx account. Send us a message
prior to payment. If you need a freight quote, please send us address, whether item is going to a
business or a residence, and if there is a dock or forklift available at that location. Shipping Features
Each item is packed using bubble wrap or craft paper. All items are packed safely and securely.
Local pickup is available. Please message us, and we will set up a time Customer Service Returns
are accepted within 30 days of the delivery date, and in the same condition as received. unless
otherwise noted in listing The staff at GenTel strives to be perfect, but in the event that an item
arrives in an unexpected condition, or if it was not as described, please contact us first before filing
a case with eBay.

https://www.imperialaccountingfl.com/images/canon-laserbase-mf6550-service-manual.pdf

We are here to help, and will do our best to make sure each customer is fully satisfied. Youre
welcome to reach us through eBay messaging anytime. We will respond very quickly. Hours of
Operation Monday Friday 800AM 500PM Eastern Standard Time Feel free to contact us at anytime!
WORKING LAMP INSTALLED30 Days Return Warranty QUICK ANSWERS TO QUESTION.FAST
SHIPPING ALWAYS Condition is New. Shipped with USPS Priority Mail Padded Flat Rate Envelope.
What you see in the photos is what you get. Comes with lamp, already installed. See pictures for
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further details. Notice To All Buyers.Please read the description carefully. International Buyers We
have very competitive rates for shipping internationally. If unable to calculate a shipping price in the
listing, contact us for our most current rates. Please Note Import duties, taxes, and charges are not
included in the item price or shipping cost. These charges are the buyers responsibility. Please
check with your countrys customs office to determine what these additional costs will be prior to
bidding or buying. Terms Please email any questions prior to bidding. Please allow up to one
business day for a reply. Our business hours are MondayFriday 700AM330PM EST. Note that sales
tax may be applicable depending on buyer location. Be sure to check your shipping address. We are
not responsible for items shipped to an old, incorrect, or invalid shipping address. Local pickup is
only an option for our freight listings. We are otherwise not open to the public. Listing and template
services provided by inkFrog Excellent condition working condition. Needs nothing. Just plug in and
use. Even the light bulb is included. Adjustable arm, cord wraparound, and large screen area.
Condition is Used. Shipped with USPS Priority Mail. This projector has some dust, scuffs and
scrapes. A used and working bulb is included, with the life left not guaranteed. Accessories.

more No other accessories are included unless specifically stated in the Condition Description.
Please see ALL PHOTOS for a complete description. Thank you for your interest! Will be packed with
love and shipped like lightning. International Sales welcome but ALL will be done through EBAY
Global Shipping Program. Please message with any other questions. Thanks for your interest and
support. Best,Leeward Everything works. Projection arm folds as does the mirror.Happy bidding!!!
We are professional fulltime sellers. That means we can provide a level of service that other sellers
are unable to. We take great pride in our packaging and shipping. International shipping through
eBays Global Shipping Program available. All items are sold in the condition listed. Items must be in
same condition as when shipping in order to be eligible for return.. more Please message us with any
additional questions! Both bulbs are working and come with the unit. Very Good condition working
condition. Even the light bulb is included!Adjustable arm, cord, and large screen area. Take a few
minutes to look at our other items. We work very hard to come up with unique and diverse items to
offer you on EBay. Our customers are important to us and we want to make sure you are happy with
your purchase. We try hard to make sure we describe every thing accurately. In that case, the item
must be unused, unopened and in its original packaging. You must notify us within 10 days. If it is
our mistake, we will pay the return shipping fees.We did our best to fully test this and unit turns on.
Comes with a used bulb but not sure the age of the bulb. Will show wear and tear. Might have
scratches and other markings.Also might have old writing with pen and old owners name engraved.
Will need some TLC to make the item look great again.Please take a look at each photo to see the
condition of the item. Most of our items will come with a money back guarantee. Please see our
return policy. Guarantee.

www.helpagesl.org/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626bde9da163a---
casio-3768-manual-pdf.pdf

more to work or your money back.Condition is Used. Local pickup only. Condition is Used. Shipped
with USPS Parcel Select Ground. Very nice physical and working condition with brand new bulbs
two are installed and one spare is included. I have cleaned the glass and mirror so this will be ready
to use right out of the box. Also including a 50pack of 3M laser printer transparency sheets with
this. Cancellations and Returns We back up all of our sales 100%. Products can always be returned
or exchanged without any problems via automated Ebay returns. Domestic USA Shipping and
Availability All listed products are in stock and will ship via 2day express service. Most products ship
via USPS Priority Mail. This makes the import process very simple. International USPS shipments
usually take 510 days to deliver. International FedEx shipments usually take 23 days to deliver.SKU
99069 Thanks for shopping! It cannot project solid pieces of paper or book pages. This item ships
free in the continental U.S. No P.O.Boxes please. Warranty Your satisfaction is very important to us.

http://dag.ru/www.helpagesl.org/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626bde9da163a---casio-3768-manual-pdf.pdf
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We strive to. more provide the best computers at the best prices. If you are not satisfied with your
purchase you can return for free within 30 days for a free replacement or refund. If a product can
not be replaced due to availability, a similar agreed upon product may be substituted of equal value
or a full refund issued. Free returns are for the continental U.S. only. Items shipped via eBays global
shipping program do not qualify. Listing and template services provided by inkFrog Box is open but
47 unused pages remain. 8.5 x 11 inches. Our product category is industrial supply
aka.Cancellations and Returns We back up all of our sales 100%. International FedEx shipments
usually take 23 days to deliver.Supplied in molded luggage case. Thank you Custom charges will be
paid.Please asked it with your custom As it’s differ according to Countries governments policy Some
marks on the casing.

Includes mains power cable. No other leads are included. No remote included. The bulb shows 343
hours.Shipping is free in the UK PAYMENTS ACCEPTED PAYPAL. Something went wrong. View cart
for details. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured
powered by Verisign. See pictures of the actual item. I have powered on this unit and it functions
perfectly. I made sure. more both installed lamps work. But I cant guarantee how long they will last
because I dont know how much they have been used. Unit folds up to take up less space, and easier
to transport. It is light weight too. It has a model number of 9000AJB on the label underneath the
front of the unit. I will sell this as working, as described, and as pictured. You will get the item
pictured. Local pick up is fine. Pennsylvania buyer must pay PA sales tax. No international bidders
please.Tested working. Includes bulb. Warranty Working on Arrival Please contact me prior to
leaving negative or neutral feedback as customer satisfaction is my priority. The cord wraps in the
front. This projector is in good condition. Both of the lights work. I also have another one to sell. So
if you need more than one, please let me know. Thanks for viewing my products. Has normal wear in
good shape with 2 working bulbs has brand new lens so picture is scratch free.USED TESTED
WORKS PERFECT The 3M 9100 overhead projector is easily portable and ready to go there is
nothing to be assembled. The body is well designed and made of a sufficiently durable grade and
weight of plastic to make this model a good choice for heavy usage. Simple to use. One switch turns
the projector on and off, and a separate control panel allows you to change the lamp to high or low
intensity. The lamp bulb is easily changed, and the power cord can be neatly wrapped around twin
brackets at the bottom front. Once the post with the projection head at its top is retracted and
secured.

A carrying handle on one side of the body affords sound and stable portability. This 3M model is
ideal for classrooms, business meetings, and large presentations of any sort. I just tested it and lamp
is working. Fan works good too. No broken glasses or lenses. I am not sure if these 2 lines will show
on projected image. Sold as shown and as described. I will ship to continental USA for free. Outside
CONUS, extra charges will apply. Thanks for your purchase! If an accessory or other item is not
listed as being included above. It is not included. This overhead will ship with standard packaging. If
you have any questions. Please feel free to ask. We check our messages frequently and will respond
as soon as possible. We do not accept offers on any of our PC listings. We do not accept payment
from nonUS PayPal accounts or ship outside of the United States. No exceptions. Check out our
other listings for more high end PCs and computer components. We do not accept payments from
nonUS Paypal accounts or ship outside the United States. We do not make exceptions to this. Thank
you. Happy Bidding We do not ship outside the United States. We do not make exceptions to this.
Thank you. Happy Bidding Returns are accepted within 14 days. All items that we sell are tested. In
the rare event that a product does not function. Well take it back for a refund. If our testing shows
that the product does indeed work but youve stated it doesnt, or its incompatible with your system,
youll be subject to a 15% restocking fee. All items must be returned with all of the accessories,
documentation and retail packaging that were listed as included with your purchase. We strive to
work with each and everyone of our customers to provide exactly what they need. Please mail us at



this user nam This item has been used but is in very good overall condition and includes one working
bulb. The item has been tested and work great.

The overhead projector has an adjustable arm that also folds down for transport and has a place to
wrap the electric cord on the front. Please see pictures for further detail. Thanks for looking and
happy bidding.See pictures of the actual item. I made sure both installed lamps work. No
international bidders please.Features 2 lamp instant bulb change over. The post assembly that holds
the projection head aloft is hinged against the body of the unit. And a loosening turn of a knob
swings it into place. Simple to use. One switch turns the projector on and off, and a separate control
panel allows you to change the lamp to.The lamp bulb is easily changed, and the power cord can be
neatly wrapped around twin brackets at the bottom front. This 3M model is ideal for classrooms,
business meetings, and large presentations of any sort. It has a fold down arm for easy travel and a
adjustable head. Both lights workas you can see in the pics above and it is in great condition. I
believe I am missing 2 maps. Best Offers Welcomed. In order to give you the best price I can, please
give me your zip code and I will check the cost. I can then send a corrected invoice to you that you
can pay.INTERNATIONAL BUYERS OUR AD STATES THAT WE SHIP TO U.S. ONLY. Ebayers with
less than 5 feedback rating MUST email us before bidding on auction style listings or bid will be
immediately cancelled.WINNING BIDDER MUST PAY WITHIN 7 DAYS via PAYPAL. Please email
with any questions. Or feel free to call us at9364361000 before OR after you purchase. Please leave
us 5 stars OR contact us regarding any dissatisfaction you may have with your item. We strive for
excellent.Thanks so much for stopping by. But God demonstrates His own love toward us. In that
while we were still sinners, Christ died for us. Seller added the following information Use the FREE
Counters 1 million sellers do Vendio. On Apr0513 at 153615 PDT. Powered by The free listing tool.
List your items fast and easy and manage your active items.

I offer a full money back guarantee if anything doesn’t work or unfortunately is damage in shipping
etc. Only what you see in the picture is for sale. I am happy to bundle to save on shipping and
usually will provide large discounts for multiple orders. I also love to ship international so bid early
and often for my international buyers! Is in perfect operational condition, and comes with our 100%
satisfaction warranty. Buy some extras and have them shipped with your projector. Just tell us and
well add this to your order. If you have a preference you must tell us when you buy or we will just
ship what we can grab first. 3M 910 Overhead Projector I have one1 of these in stock, 3M 9100
Overhead Projector I have one1 of these in stock portable, dual bulb, UNIT WILL HOLD TWO BULBS
SO THAT IF ONE RUNS OUT DURING A PRESENTATION.. more YOU CAN SIMPLY SWITCH TO
THE SECOND.Rugged construction and fingertip controls provide easy, versatile performance, An
articulating. Doublet lens gives uniform focus without sacrificing sharpness, and the closedlens
design protects the lens from smudges and breakage, Backed by 3M innovation and superior
technical support. Will help you make the most of any meeting. Arm folds down. Snaps into place for
easy carry built in handle for easy carry Cord stores on bottom ext. 3 prong cord included Good bulb
included low or hi mode ship weight 32 lbs other items all categories on left.We have a 3M 9100
Overhead Projectors. These are all in excellent condition. Below are the manufacturers specs and
features. This item will ship free. The articulated doublet lens allows you to adjust presentation
angle. The light intensity can be matched to the room condition by adjusting the highlow intensity
switch. The colortuning dial allows for edgetoedge brightness. A folddown arm for storage. Low for
other visuals. More secure transport. Specifications Optical Performance.We have serviced. Tested,
and cleaned it and everything works great.

We are offering FREE SHIPPING to the 48 contiguous states. You will receive whats in the photos
above. Including the1 installed lamp, and the operators guidenot pictured. No other accessories are
available. Thank you for looking. Payments on Auctions and Best Offer items are due within 3 days of
the close of the Auction or Best Offer acceptance. Payments on Buy It.Credit Card Processing Terms



and Conditions for KewlKrap Industries By using this web site. You agree to these Terms and
Conditions and authorize KewlKrap Industries toa initiate an automated clearing houseACH debit
entry or a debit card payment from the checking or savings account you specify, orb charge your
specified debit or credit card. The amount of any such payment will be the amount specified in the
payment screen shown during the onetime payment process. You also authorize KewlKrap Industries
to credit your specified bank account or credit card in the appropriate amount for any refunds or
other billing adjustments. If you select a debit card as your payment source, KewlKrap Industries
may process your payment over the STAR, Pulse, NYCE, ACCEL or other debit card network at its
discretion. You agree to be bound by any rules your financial institution requires for ACH debit
transactions or that your debit card or credit card issuer requires for debit card or credit card
transactions. Receipt of Payments; Risk of Reversal of Transactions; Collection of Funds you owe
KewlKrap Industries. When you make a payment thr Carefully removed. Free Shipping via Priority
Mail to any US Address and it will include a Tracking Number. Perfect for office or home use. Bulb
and fan works perfect. Tested and is functioning in full. Note item pictured may not be the one
shipped.It is very clean and in working order. I do not see any scratches or marks on any of the glass
or lenses. It has one working bulb included and does not have very many hours on the unit. See pics
and ask questions if needed. a;06d2.

RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fuk.rp73%28%3Ea%3B06d214436e8ea4d0xe7 It works great and fan also
works great.any questions please ask before bidding thanks for looking Reliable and Easy to Use.
This gently used projector is in excellent working condition. The bulb is good. The bulb has never
been replaced. However. Once the bulb goes out, it is available for very little cost. Please ask
questions prior to purchasing. Specifications Reliable and easy to use Ideal projector for the
classroom or meeting room Projects 2800 lumens of brilliance Instant lampchanger switch prevents
delays Fully enclosed head protects lens from dust Fold down arm Economy Shipping via USPS. Item
weighs approximately 20 lbs. Thank you very much.Both Lamps Included! Please see eBay galley
pictures for condition. Product details and features are listed above. 14Day As Described Money
Back Return Policy! 100% Positive FeedBack Rating.Fast Free Shipping! Projector is in very nice
working condition. Has two working bulb in it. Posted with With Learning Sheets We offer hassle
free returns for 14 days from the day of purchase on all items as long as the following conditions are
met Item must be returned in the original condition it was sent in. Items that have been dismantled
or altered after purchase cannot be returned. Buyer pays return shipping. Manufacturer. 3M Model
9100 Portable Overhead Projector Relevant Details. Used to Project transparent overlays onto a
screen. Has Plastic cover. Test Results. Included Accessories. Cover has a small crack but is still
functional. DOES NOT INCLUDE Anything Else Known Flaws. We sell items in all conditions ranging
from brand new to scrap. We strive to test each item. But sometimes that is not possible. Items that
are untested,.We offer no warranty or support on these items. However, they can still be returned as
long as they are unaltered and the buyer pays return shipping. List your items fast and easy and
manage your active items.
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